August 11, 2022
Attending: Dave K, Hannah S, Tom B, Alan B
Regrets: Sven G

Agenda:
1. FYI: FIRST published TLP v2 [https://isc.sans.edu/diary/TLP+2.0+is+here/28914](https://isc.sans.edu/diary/TLP+2.0+is+here/28914)
2. Continue review of combined FAQ page.
3. AOB

WG members completed their review of the combined FAQ and of materials referenced therein. In addition, it was decided to replace the current AARC doc linked as “Benefits” on refeds.org/sirtfi with the updated slide deck Why Sirtfi 2022.

Tom will give the green light to Nicole and Heather to update refeds.org/sirfti to reflect v2 as indicated in the “Sirtfi web” mockup in the Guidance Docs folder and coordinate with them on changes to URLs included within some docs that refer to new docs yet to be published on the web. Tom will also update the Sirtfi Technical Wiki as indicated in the “Sirtfi Home” mockup in the Guidance Docs folder.

The WG will reconvene on Thursday, September 22, 2022.